Restricted Lie algebras (L, [p]) having the property that some power of the p-mapping [p] is semilinear are investigated.
1. Introduction. Since restricted Lie algebras were first introduced by N. Jacobson there have been a number of publications on the numerous correlations between properties of the /»-mapping and the structure of the underlying Lie algebra. It is the main objective of this paper to determine those restricted Lie algebras (L, [p] ) where some power of the /»-mapping is semilinear with respect to the corresponding power of the Frobenius-homomorphism of the base field. It is well known that abeiian restricted Lie algebras belong to this class. Our major result illustrates that, in the finite-dimensional case, nilpotency is a necessary condition for [p] " to be semilinear for some n e N. However, the converse does not have general validity. Using our result in combination with a commutativity theorem due to I. N. Herstein we demonstrate that every simple associative F-algebra having a />-semilinear /»-map is a field.
Throughout this paper, F is assumed to be a field of positive characteristic p. T denotes an indeterminate over F.
Given a vector space V over F and a field homomorphism o: F -» F, a mapping/: V -* V is called semilinear with respect to a if f(ax + y) = a{a)f(x) +f(y) Va e F, Vx, y e V.
Let L be a Lie algebra over F. We consider the Lie algebraL ®FF[T] and define functions a,(/) by ad^+^^x ® 1) = E'rl0ay\x, y) ® Ti for / e N,x,y e L. Remark 1. The following identities can be readily verified:
adA.(«;e,(x, y)) + adv(a,<"(x, y)), 1 < / < / -1,
ady{ap(x,y)), i = 0.
Using induction on / one can check the following facts:
If A is a commutative F-algebra we consider the Lie algebra (1.2) L ®FA and obtain a\'\x ® a, y ® b) = a\'\x, y) ® ai+lb'-'. 
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.1 we obtain adlp]" = ad£" = 0 for every x g L. L[p]" therefore lies centrally in L. In particular, L is ad-nilpotent and Engel's Theorem yields the nilpotency of L in case of L being finite dimensional.
We are now able to give a necessary condition for the semilinearity of the Let (ej)J<Ej be a basis of L over F and write s\n\x, y) = E,-e/aj,e',., 1 < i < p" -1.
Put y/.= E/^7 laiJTi then (*) gives 0 = Ey6/y/(a)ey Va g F. Since deg y, </>" -1 we conclude yy = 0 V/ g /. This yields 0 = £,<=/<?; ® y7 = If=71i,(")(x, j) 9 T'.
Consequently, the condition of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied by the pair (x, y) and we obtain the desired result.
(2) The first part of our assertion is an immediate consequence of (1). Let t be an integer > n. Remark. In particular, any simple associative F-algebra with semilinear Frobenius homomorphism is a field.
